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Si2 Releases ECSM 2.0 Standard for Design Libraries -- First Deliverable from Open
Modeling Coalition
AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)--March 7, 2006--The Silicon Integration Initiative (Si2) today released
the first deliverable from the Open Modeling Coalition (OMC) -- the Effective Current Source Modeling
(ECSM) Version 2.0 specification. The OMC Working Group which produced the standard has
representatives from industry leaders: Cadence Design Systems, Freescale Semiconductor, Intel, LSI Logic,
Magma Design Automation, Silicon Navigator, Sun Microsystems, and Virage Logic.
"We are very pleased with the progress of the OMC," said Steve Schulz, president and CEO, Si2. "Since the
coalition's formation in September of 2005, they have produced their first deliverable, and are progressing
rapidly towards a comprehensive library modeling system which will change the way design libraries are
produced. This collaborative effort by leaders in the EDA, IP, and IDM sectors will ease the way as the
semiconductor industry moves toward smaller process nodes."
"The ECSM 2.0 specification is a significant deliverable from the OMC," said Jim Ensell, vice president,
marketing and business development, Virage Logic. "The ECSM specification is particularly good at
predicting the effect of non-linear waveforms on high impedance interconnects which helps enable us to
create highly accurate design libraries using an open industry-standard format suitable for the next
generation of semiconductor technology."
ECSM introduces accurate modeling capability by supporting a current source driver model, characterized as
a voltage versus time and converted into a current source. The format provides additional cell
characterization data for design libraries. The ECSM 2.0 specification approved by the OMC clarifies and
extends the earlier ECSM format developed by Cadence Design Systems. It builds on and is compatible with
the Liberty(TM) syntax used in current design libraries.
"For many years, customers have successfully leveraged ECSM in advanced nanometer designs," said Jan
Willis, senior vice-president, Industry Alliances, Cadence. "We recognized the importance of having the
evolution of the ECSM specification be guided by leaders in the industry under the stewardship of Si2. Our
customers and the entire industry will benefit from the existence of open formats that support more accurate
design libraries."
The OMC recently outlined a roadmap with a set of future deliverables in a meeting held at DesignCon 2006
in February. These deliverables will include extensions to the ECSM specification for power and signal
integrity, as well as recommendations for extending design library models into the statistical domain. At the
upcoming OpenAccess Conference in April, the OMC plans to present the reference flow architecture
including static and dynamic use cases with IP coming from multiple sources.
The new ECSM 2.0 Specification is available for download at http://openeda.si2.org/projects/omcdistrib/
About the Open Modeling Coalition (OMC)
The OMC technical objectives are to define a consistent modeling and characterization environment in
support of both static and dynamic library representations for improved integration and adoption of advanced
library features and capabilities, such as statistical timing. The system will support delay modeling for library
cells, macro-blocks and IP blocks, and provide increased accuracy to silicon for 90nm and 65nm
technologies, while being extensible to future technology nodes. Member companies are: ARM
(Nasdaq:ARMHY), Cadence Design Systems (Nasdaq:CDNS), Freescale (NYSE:FSL), IBM (NYSE:IBM),
Intel (Nasdaq:INTC), LSI Logic (NYSE:LSI), Magma Design Automation (Nasdaq:LAVA), Philips
Semiconductors (NYSE:PHG), Renesas Technology Corp., Silicon Navigator, ST Microelectronics
(NYSE:STM), Sun Microsystems (Nasdaq:SUNW), and Virage Logic (Nasdeq:VIRL). For more information
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on the OMC, visit: www.si2.org/?page=430
About Si2
Si2 is an organization of industry-leading semiconductor, systems, EDA and manufacturing companies
focused on improving the way integrated circuits are designed and manufactured in order to speed time-to
market, reduce costs, and meet the challenges of sub-micron design. Si2 is uniquely positioned to enable
collaboration through a strong implementation focus driven by its member companies. Si2 focuses on
developing practical technology solutions to industry challenges. Si2 represents over 95 companies involved
in all parts of the silicon supply chain throughout the world.
All listed trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
Contacts
Silicon Integration Initiative, Austin
William Bayer, 512-342-2244, ext. 304 (office)
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